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First and foremost, I would like to 

thank you for what you have done 

already to weather this crisis and to 

get our company prepared to cope 

with this situation. Your 

commitment makes all the 

di�erence.

We would also like to reassure you 

that as a company we are resilient. 

Over the course of 50 years, we 

have seen – and mastered – many 

challenging moments. We are 

convinced that we will overcome 

this one too.

In all modesty, we wish KEI’s values 

to shine at this di�cult hour. We 

earnestly and humbly request all of 

you to contribute to this. This is the 

moment for extra e�ort, for going 

the extra mile. 

MESSAGE

KEI Industries Limited

I am proud and inspired by the way 

our company has risen to this 

challenge - with �exibility, 

resilience, courage – and a caring 

heart. Thank you for your 

enormous contributions. Let’s 

work together – across all parts of 

the business - to keep going. Let’s 

make this one of our �nest hours.

Please, do look after yourselves 

and your families.

And stay safe. Thank you.
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UNFOLDS

With the much-awaited IPL season, KEI is proud to announce its association 

with Rajasthan royals as their Proud Principal sponsor for the season.

Section 1: KEI Shining

Section 2: Cause

Section 3: Media Highlights

Section 1: KEI Shining
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Recently we have unveiled a new campaign as #BeatTensionWithKEI in 

association to encourage the cricket fans to support their much loved IPL 

team.
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The aim of the campaign is to help fans to overcome all their tensions and 

enjoy the cricketing action from the comfort of their homes. Also, they are 

spreading the message that KEI Wires (Har Tension Sahe Chalti Rahe) bear all 

the tensions of electric shocks and make it long lasting just like the champion 

players.

In the run up to the 2020 IPL, the brand introduced the association through 

exciting posts which gave fans a teaser of what to expect. This was followed by 

a Digital Film in which the players of the Rajasthan Royals named (Robin 

Uthappa, Varun Aaron and Sanju Samson) shared their secret of dealing with 

tension. Taking the engagement to the next level, the campaign also featured 

an AR Filter which helped fans show their support for the Rajasthan Royals.

Furthermore, the campaign is set to see activities like social media games, 

interesting contests, exciting wallpapers, positive quotes and a lot more for 

our audience to beat tension and extend their support for the Rajasthan 

Royals team. As the matches progress, the campaign will beat tension, one 
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activity at a time.
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Barricade Branding at Nagpur for Project Maharashtra State Electricity 

Transmission Company.

IPL – Retail & Outdoor Display 

Barricade Branding
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KEI took part in Shri Krishna Janamshtami Celebration at ISKCON, Dwarka 

Delhi. The celebration conducted on digital platforms following the guidelines 

of the government during Sri Krishna Janmashtami, in the interest of public. 

Keeping the elementary decoration of the temple and the messaging around 

this festival, we placed roadside banners at adjoining lanes of ISKCON Dwarka 

Temple. 

Prime Position Advertisement on EMA’s Website (www.emamumbai.com)

Section 2: Cause
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Section 3: Media Highlights
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